Your RESEARCH
This collection relates specifically to
the Bergman Österberg Physical
Training College (later known as
Dartford College of Physical
Education), from its foundation in
1885 to its closure as a specialist
college in 1986. There are books,
manuscripts, registers, certificates,
badges, trophies, many
photographs, letters, newspaper
cuttings, uniform, magazines,
clothing lists, details of royal visits,
portraits of international
sportswomen etc., covering one
hundred years of exceptional
change for women and
for women's education.
The material is relevant to:
· Teacher Training
· Physical Education and Sport
· Women's Studies
· Women Pioneers
· Women in Education
· Local History of Dartford

The Österberg Collection is open
Wednesdays (10.00am - 4.00pm)

The

Österberg Collection

If you wish to visit at another time
please contact
rosemarymoon@northkent.ac.uk
Admission to The Österberg Collection is
free of charge to all those who are genuinely
interested in researching the subject areas it
covers. Access to personal data for research
purposes is only allowed after signing an
agreement acknowledging compliance with
the Data Protection Act.
Visitors will be asked to sign a visitors' book
and are invited to make a contribution
towards the maintenance of the Archive,
which is supported entirely by donations.

MEMBERSHIP INVITATION
Join the BÖU to stay up-to-date about
significant new developments:- awarding
of honorary degrees by University of
Greenwich; the future of The Österberg
Collection; and the redevelopment of
Kingsfield.
Please contact Christobel Elliott:
christobelelliott25@gmail.com
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Her VISION

Martina Bergman Österberg
1849-1915

Madame Österberg established
Britain’s
first physical education
teacher training college
for women
in Hampstead in 1885, moving to
Dartford in 1895
as part of her quest for
female emancipation
through education.

Their EXPERTISE

The Österberg
Collection
The Österberg Collection consists
of material associated with Madame
Österberg's Physical Training
College, founded in Hampstead in
1885 and transferred to Dartford in
1895. It provides information on
this exceptional woman, her famous
College, which was the first of its
kind, and the achievements of the
young women educated there.

Throughout the 20th century
Dartford was one of the premier
specialist Physical Education
colleges for women in the country,
training teachers whose
qualifications and competencies
were sought after in the educational
world. Dartford students were
encouraged to be active in sport and
education and many influenced and
founded national and international
educational establishments.

Illustrated talks by former students
about the College and its history
are available. Contact:
bergmanosterbergunion@gmail.com

